FOUNDATION BOARD ACTION TEAMS

THE FOUNDATION IS SUPPORTED BY A TEAM STRUCTURE USED TO ADVANCE OUR MISSION AND PHILANTHROPIC EFFORTS. OUR HIGH PERFORMING, HANDS ON, WORK TEAMS ARE COMPRISED OF PASSIONATE P&G ALUMS WHO GENEROUSLY CONTRIBUTE THEIR TIME AND TALENT TO DELIVER OUR PHILANTHROPIC OBJECTIVES.

JOIN OUR TEAM! THE FOUNDATION IS ALWAYS LOOKING FOR INTERESTED AND PASSIONATE ALUMS TO CARRY OUT OUR PURPOSE. JOINING “TEAM FOUNDATION” IS A GREAT WAY TO RECONNECT WITH FORMER COLLEAGUES AND FRIENDS WHILE MAKING A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT AND HAVING FUN!

FOUNDATION COMMITTEES

Committee membership can and should include P&G Alumni who are not members of the Foundation and/or Network Boards. The descriptions for the teams are below. The ideal volunteer is:

- SELF-STARTER * RESULTS DRIVEN * TAKES INITIATIVE * TECHNOLOGY FRIENDLY

- **Chapter Synergies**: Develop a vision and plans to “meet Chapters where they are” to support their individual needs – consistent with our goals to increase awareness/involvement, donations and grant applications. Help build and share best practices. Create tools needed by Chapters for easy access/use

- **Development & Fundraising**: Develop, implement, and monitor against a multi-pronged fundraising plan to achieve goals and sustainable fund campaign objectives. Partner effectively with dedicated teams focused on Donor Nurturing and the bi-annual Conference.
- **Donor Nurturing**: develop and implement plans and team to help the Foundation achieve its goal of becoming among best-in-class in donor recognition and appreciation.
- **Conference**: leverage P&G Alum Foundation awareness and fundraising during the bi-annual Network Conference

- **Governance**: Monitor board membership, lead recruitment and orientation, manage terms, conflict of interest statements, etc. Collaborate effectively with sub-teams focused on Finance/Investment and our Donor Advised Fund with GCF.
  - **Finance & Investment** -- develop and monitor compliance with investment policy and strategy, lead annual budgeting process, manage IRS tax filing, and manage financial statement audit
  - **Donor Advised Fund Advisory** -- Coordinate activities between the Foundation and GCF such as fundraising, gift processing & reporting, grant payments and performance and financial investment

- **Grant Making**: Oversee process of grant selection, measurement and reporting of results and impact. Maintain grants history and ongoing relationships with grantees and grant champions.

- **Marketing & Communications**: Develop and execute a marketing & communications plan and campaigns designed to raise awareness of the Foundation and to help drive fundraising. Help drive PGAF impact communications, grant applications and award winner public relations. Serve as resource for communications with the Network Comm team.
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